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About This Content

Finally in Paper City, Amber and Ted examine the burned Steel Mill and find a couple of new clues that might be able to shed a
light on the case. While they are still catching up, new events keep unfolding and slowing them down. Could the infamous Reef

King be behind all of this? Was he the one that brought RED to Amber’s city?

Bear With Me - Episode Two is part of a series in which Ted aids Amber in her quest to find her missing brother Flint.

Features

Story driven "horror" noir adventure game.

Uniquely drawn 2D Art-Style and 2D animation.

Dialogues and interrogations full of puns. Sarcastic, dark and funny from start to finish.

Variety of clues and puzzles to uncover the mystery.

Interactive and occasionally playable detective sidekick, Ted E. Bear.

Simple hint system to avoid pixel hunting.

Original Soundtrack.
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bear with me episode two

Gotta say that this episode was a bit disappointing compared to the first (or at least what I can remember from it). The puzzles
were not very challenging (but for all I know, maybe it's supposed to be a kids' game) so it didn't take me very long to complete.
Still, the art style, music, and narration is absolutely amazing, and the plot ain't too shabby either. Looking forward to the next
episode!. Finally, it arrived. I delved into it and was intrigued by the story and how it unfolded. My questions were answered but
more questions arose. My mind tried to connect the dots and figure out the connections Amber had to to Paper City. The cast of
characters I met were interesting enough but only left me knowing very little. Still, the end scene left me feeling there is a
deeper connection between Ted E. Bear and Amber....something...I want to say...NO...that couldn't possibly be..but yet. Only
time will tell when the next episode arrives: If Ted and Amber will find their way back to each other, find out where Flint really
is, who is the Red man, and the connection that Amber has to it all. End of voice dairy...Ted E. Bear style.. Another excellent
episode in the series. Can't wait to play the next.. What a fun second chapter! The ideas are just so well delivered, the jokes are
on point, and this voice acting is 5 Stars good! I just read about Chapter 3 coming, and I am excited to hear about it! This is a
game, and I look forward to more!. It's a pretty good game. The story is interesting. Looking forward to Episode 3. :). great
game with intriguing story
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I don't usually take the time to put up a review. I'm not a critic or anything like that.
All's I can say is, I really loved this game. Episode one was great, and this one built upon that story to make it even better. I was
left needing more. Seriously can't wait for episode 3.. Bear With Me - Episode Two is even beater then Bear with Me \u2013
Episode one. For starters it\u2019s bigger and a bit longer then the first one, the voice acting is still good, then there is the
Atmosphere in the game. It takes the creepy yet beautiful noir Adventure, and kicks it up a good few notches with Paper City.
And Paper City itself feels both real and yet something, some kid would make up playing Detective. The humor of the game is
good, but to me it did miss one or two times, when it was funny I did get a go giggle out of it. We all so get to see more of ted
and Amber\u2019s relationship, and like the first one I like how they play off one another, you can see even more in Episode
Two of their friendship and how their minds work . Now the villain of both games the red man I have to say I really like
his\/it\u2019s look, with the red hood\/raincoat those red rain boots he\u2019s creepy yet beautiful in a weird way. We find out
somethings about him I am not going to tell you those. Now in closing this game outdoes the first Episode, with being bigger,
having more pleas to go, and more fun and unique characters to see and talk too. So if you liked Bear With Me \u2013 Episode
One, you\u2019re going to love Bear With Me - Episode Two.. Good episode. Waiting for the next one.. Keeping it awesome
and interesting :). Just waiting for more mysterious adventure bc I loved it. <3. Bear with me is a story about a girl named
Amber and her partner Teddy E Bear in the search for her missing brother, and the mystery behind the "red" man who has an
interest in amber.

Art 10\/10 - The art i found was very Beautiful. The Black and white design added towards the old detective theme that the
gameplay was going for.

Gameplay 8\/10 - The gameplay was a point and click puzzle game. While fun, it was still simple. The game also offered various
options when proceedng through the game.

Story 10\/10 - The stroy was very interesting. The whole game seems to revolve around amber acting out fantasies that a young
child like her would. For the second episode, the game focuses more on Paper city itself Along with a a fresh batch of new
characters and interactions.

Music\/Sound 8\/10 - The music and sound were very good. The voices of the characters were clear and and easily understood.

Overall - Overall i really enjoyed the Second episode. Finally venturing out into Paper city gave a great deal of depth to the story
than the previous episode. The main characters Amber and ted share a weird kind of humor which i found refreshing.
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